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The West Wing is an American serial political drama television series created by Aaron Sorkin
that was originally broadcast on NBC from September 22, , List of The West Wing episodes List of The West Wing characters - John Spencer.Drama Created by Aaron Sorkin. With
Martin Sheen, Rob Lowe, Allison Janney , John Spencer. Inside the lives of staffers in the
West Wing of the White House. Full Cast & Crew - Episodes - Season 1 - Season 5.The West
Wing. TV 7 Seasons. This powerful political epic chronicles the triumphs and travails of
White House senior staff under the administration of.Fifteen years ago, Aaron Sorkin's The
West Wing aired for the first time on American television. Arriving in the wake of the
Lewinsky scandal and assembled from.Running from , The West Wing loosely spanned the
George W Bush era, offering – depending on your position – either a glorious.A popular
political drama that ran for seven seasons, The West Wing follows President Jed Bartlet and
his administration.I am reading everywhere lately that you're giving serious thought to
rebooting “ The West Wing,” the Emmy Award-generating machine that ran.4 days ago Paul
and Shirley Attryde drove from Durham, N.C., to Washington this spring for a live taping of
“The West Wing Weekly,” a podcast about a TV.There's never been a creative boom for TV
like the one we are living through right now. Ever since The Sopranos changed the game at the
turn.West Wing fans rejoice! A revival of the hit series is looking increasingly likely, as
creator Aaron Sorkin has revealed that US network NBC.The West Wing Weekly podcast is
an episode-by-episode discussion of one of television's most beloved shows, co-hosted by one
of its stars, Joshua Malina.Aaron Sorkin address a possible West Wing reboot, which he says
NBC's Bob Greenblatt asked him to do last year.3 Apr - 3 min Trailer for the 1st season of The
West Wing. Everything belongs to Warner Bros., John Wells.2 Oct - 3 min - Uploaded by
TheRyman25 Both of these scenes are from Season 2 Episode 3.A description of tropes
appearing in West Wing. Multiple-Emmy-award-winning political drama () created by Aaron
Sorkin, starring Martin Sheen as.Fans of The West Wing have wanted a revival since around
the time the show wrapped its final season, a desire that has been heightened now.“Angel
Maintenance” (season four, episodes 18; originally aired 4/2/) and “ Evidence Of Things Not
Seen” (season Season 4.Ah, The West Wing. In this politically uncertain world of presidential
monologues delivered via tweet, there is no better time to slip into the.One of the oft
underrated examples of this TV trope is Josh Lyman (Bradley Whitford) and Donna Moss
(Janel Moloney) of The West Wing.Martin Sheen and Rob Lowe, as the U.S. President and his
deputy communications director, play politics in this innovative Washington, D.C., drama
series from.Wells talks to Variety about revisiting “ER” and “The West Wing” and getting the
" Southland" gang back together.Product Description. The West Wing ventured where no
other TV series had gone before: an extraordinarily intimate look at an American President
and the inner.and propelled legions of baby-boomers into journalism, so Aaron Sorkin's The
West Wing has inspired a new generation with its vision of a Washington.Members of The
West Wing's cast and its creator, Aaron Sorkin, have teased fans of the show by suggesting a
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possibility of a “reboot”.West Wing Wiki is a wiki about the NBC television program The
West Wing, starring Martin Sheen, Bradley Whitford and Allison Janney.
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